
Call for Code: Developers
tackle natural disasters with
software
Natural disasters are increasing as highlighted in many reports
including the Borgen Project. In 2018, David Clark Cause as creator
and IBM as founding partner, in partnership with the United Nations
Human Rights Office, the American Red Cross International Team,
and The Linux Foundation, issued a “Call for Code” to developers to
create robust projects that prepare communities for natural disasters
and help them respond more quickly in their aftermath. This article
covers the steps and tools used to engage with developers, the results
from the first of five competitions to be run by the Call for Code
Global Initiative over five years, and how the winners were selected.
Insights from the mobilization of 100,000 developers toward this
cause are described, as well as the lessons learned from running
large-scale hackathons.
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Introduction
The Call for Code Global Challenge [1] is a multiyear

initiative to rally developers to use their skills and mastery

of the latest technologies to drive positive change across the

world through the software they create. Call for Code brings

startup, academic, and enterprise developers together and

inspires them to solve pressing societal issues by

connecting them to experts who understand the needs of

affected communities and by providing access to the latest

technologies.

The first instance of Call for Code was a long-running

contest that took place from May to September 2018 and

focused on building solutions for natural disaster [2]

preparedness and recovery. Since 2000, natural disasters

have affected 2.5 billion people [3]. The Call for Code

results [4] were announced on October 29, 2018, after

projects from 100,000 developers in 156 nations were

reviewed. These developers created more than 2,500

applications. People involved in natural disasters (such as

displaced or injured persons, relief workers, and donors) are

the beneficiaries of the solutions. The prizes for the

participating teams, of up to 5 people each, included $200K

in cash, the chance to pitch to a venture capitalist for

funding, and opportunities to deploy the solution with the

help of the IBM Service Corps (CSC) [5].

In addition to the developers participating and submitting

entries for Call for Code, sponsors, affiliates, and supporters

also got involved. Examples include the American Red

Cross [6], who helped participants understand the

challenges relief workers face in natural disasters and the

solutions to reduce loss of life and property. They also

provided datasets that could be incorporated into apps.

AngelHack [7] managed the Call for Code contest

registration and judging infrastructure. IBM [8] provided

the technology and tools to build solutions, along with

developer advocates to mentor, run hackathons, deliver

webinars, and offer advice and tips. The Linux Foundation

[9] hosted the open-source code for the winning solutions so

the projects endure beyond the duration of the contest and

can be developed further. The United Nations Human

Rights Office [10] also got involved to help understand the

issues people face because of natural disasters. Like the

American Red Cross [11], they also provided datasets [12].

The Call for Code effort arose from an understanding of

the global needs for disaster response [13] and the altruistic

nature of many developers to deploy their skills for

humanitarian good [14]. Another significant trend Call for

Code supports is that working under constraints, such as in

a contest or hackathon, generates innovation [15]. The

effort also appeals to developers because it fosters the use

of new technologies and collaboration [16].

This article focuses on the Call for Code activities in

2018 [17] and provides some insights into 2019 initiativesDigital Object Identifier: 10.1147/JRD.2019.2960241
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around Call for Code and the Code and Response program

[18]. We explain how 100,000 developers were mobilized

to participate in Call for Code in 2018, and the processes

and tools that were used. We then describe the way winners

were selected, including the judging criteria, and provide an

overview of two of the winning projects. We describe the

anatomy and shape of Call for Code and how it

encompasses multiple shorter virtual and in-person events.

Lessons learned from Call for Code in 2018 are included.

We end with a description of some of the elements of the

Call for Code Global Challenge, which are unique and

critical to its success, followed by a conclusion.

Mobilizing 100,000 developers worldwide
To activate 100,000 developers, corporations and

universities had to mobilize their own staff and students

worldwide, through the duration of the challenge, as

illustrated in Figure 1.

IBM’s own staff were activated to support the Call for

Code Global Challenge, and leaders were identified,

including Daniel Krook, the Chief Technology Officer

(CTO) of Call for Code and one of this article’s authors.

Technology experts were established for various

technology domains, including Internet of Things,

blockchain, visual recognition, etc., so hackathon

participants could get answers to their technology

questions. Marketing staff and developer advocates were

encouraged to publicize Call for Code across the globe. At

least 1,000 IBM staff were involved in Call for Code in

some way in 2018.

In addition to Call for Code informational webinars [19],

motivational in-person Call for Code sessions, whose

durations ranged from 10min to a whole day or longer, were

delivered at conferences and meetups. Processes were defined

for Call for Code team creation, challenge submission, and

judging criteria. Supporting tools were identified.

Weekend-long Call for Code hackathons were run at

universities to foster interest and increase submissions.

More than 400 in-person events were held in more than 50

cities around the world [20] to encourage participation in

Call for Code through the provision of technology experts

and congenial collaboration environments to foster

innovation. To increase participation in universities,

hackathons were run at various locations, which involved

tens or hundreds of students working through a weekend to

build solutions. Universities that participated include the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology [21] and Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute [22].

Deans and professors were actively engaged in the events

and helped energize and activate the students. The hackathons

included mentors from IBM and the universities. They

typically endedwith demonstrations by the hackers presented

to judges who gave immediate project feedback. Sometimes

the staff, who were responsible for safety at the universities,

Figure 1

Timeline for Call for Code Global Challenge and for a typical Call for Code Hackathon in 2018.
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got involved to mentor the students and provide use cases. In

addition to Call for Code project submissions, specific

solutions to local challenges emerged from some of these

events, such as a phone app to open doors at the university

for students with physical disabilities.

A side-effect of launching Call for Code in 2018 was that

corporations who were exposed to the concept became

determined to launch similar programs internally within

their organizations to improve employee engagement and

build skills [23]. An example was at a consulting firm where

the leadership proceeded with a Call for Code hackathon

and received a surprising 900 applicants. They whittled the

applicants down to 400 and held a virtual hackathon from

which the top 10 solutions were chosen. Eventually after

two more rounds, the leadership selected a winning team.

This winning team worked in a secure environment on a

confidential project so they and their work could never

become widely known in the company. However, through

their participation in the internal hackathon event, they

received accolades from senior management and their

colleagues for their efforts. In 2019, the same consulting

company has already received 1,300 applications for the

latest internal Call for Code launch.

Another example of an internal Call for Code program

occurred at IBM. Because of the amount of interest in the

Call for Code, a separate IBM internal Call for Code

Challenge for IBM employees was launched worldwide at

various locations [24]. A separate contest was required as

IBM employees were not eligible for the main competition.

Some differences became apparent between the IBM

internal and the public contests. Distinctions included the

kinds of projects submitted. IBM projects were often more

business-oriented and incorporated blockchain technology.

The quality of the submissions was more consistent—which

was expected, because IBM employees are accustomed to

delivering projects according to predefined specifications in

contrast with students and startup software engineers, who

may not have mastered their delivery skills yet. Sometimes

the organizers added features to the internal events, like

being measured on the number of patent ideas captured

during the hackathon, in addition to the quality and

functionality of the prototype created [25].

In summary, participation in an internal hackathon

creates new bonds across employees in a company,

improving morale and increasing the effectiveness of the

employees [16]. The emergence of cloud computing and the

ability to collaboratively use a globally available cloud

platform that provides the ability to rapidly store and

manage data, analyze it, and determine insights has enabled

communities of programmers to connect to communities of

disaster responders with a massive impact. Through the

challenge, developers are becoming more aware of the

issues in their own countries and globally and are feeling

empowered to make a difference.

Process and tools in 2018
Various community tools were used to support Call for

Code, such as Slack [26], Influitive [27], and Trello [28] for

team formation and mentoring and Twitch [29] to stream

educational technology videos and interviews with disaster

preparedness and recovery experts. The YouNoodle [30]

platform was used to narrow down the number of

submissions before going to the Call for Code Jury of

eminent technologists for final selection.

Digital kits (ZIP files and web pages) [31] such as the

following were created to help third parties to participate in

Call for Code:

� “Push” kits—for the third parties to communicate

with their own teams.

� “Commit” kits—for third parties to run their own

in-person or virtual one day hackathons to drive

Call for Code submissions. Often universities

conducting hackathons used the commit kits.

� “Answer” kits—for third parties to run their own Call

for Code day in partnership. The kits included e-mails

to nurture teams through cycles of the competition.

Often the kits included e-mails to send out to communities

to encourage their continued involvement and interest, and

to eventually transition from an in-person Call for Code

deliverable to a full global Call for Code submission.

Mentors were available all hours and weekends to ensure

that there was always someone to answer questions. Slack

was helpful because of the asynchronous nature of the

queries and responses. Often the specialist mentors were in

different time zones from the teams asking the questions,

and Slack preserved the conversations for everyone to view,

as well as providing the option for private conversations.

Communication between mentors and teams evolved

from public contact in Slack channels [26], LinkedIn [32],

and Twitter [33] to private communications as the solutions

developed further when the teams did not want to share the

solution details widely.

Common questions that mentors had to be ready to answer

included “How do I create or become part of a Call for Code

team?” and “Where can I find datasets that I can use to form

the basis of my Call for Code solution?” One critical role that

mentors took on was tech area captain. These tech areas

included blockchain, building resilient financial networks,

Internet of Things, bots, weather interfaces, visual

recognition, and AI. The tech area captains curated content

and conducted webinars in their areas of expertise that were

livestreamed [19] and then posted to YouTube [34]. The

captains guided the participating teams who wanted to use

their specialist technologies and directed the teams to

suitable code patterns [35] to kick-start their projects.

Another important role was that of product offering

managers (often known as product managers). They

connected with their product teams to ensure that the
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developers working on technologies such as weather APIs,

blockchain, Internet of Things used in the hackathons were

aware of the Call for Code Global Challenge and supported

the various associated hackathons throughout the challenge

cycle. Managing the availability of services that hackathon

participants wanted to use at no cost was key to the success

of Call for Code.

Selecting the winners
After the submission deadline of September 28, 2018, the

applications for the Call for Code Global Challenge were

analyzed over the course of four judging rounds. As

illustrated in Figure 2, the rounds started with basic checks

for eligibility, through technical functionality, on to

feasibility and effectiveness, and then on to the final round

by judges who selected the solutions that held the greatest

potential to make lasting and positive change against the

challenge of natural disasters.

The submissions were scored against four equally

weighed criteria:

� Completeness and transferability—How fully has

the idea been implemented? Can it achieve an

impact in the field? Can it be transferred elsewhere?

� Effectiveness and efficiency—Does the solution

address a high priority area? Does they achieve their

goal effectively and efficiently? Can it scale?

� Design and usability—How good are the design,

user experience, and ease of use of the solution?

How quickly can it be put to use?

� Creativity and innovation—How unique was the

approach to solving a long-standing or previously

intractable problem?

The early-round judges included IBM developer advocates

and technologists fromAngelHack. Each second-round

judge tackled 40 projects. The third-round judges consisted

of subject matter experts from IBM, The Linux Foundation,

and the American Red Cross who picked the five finalists.

The final round of eminent judges, including former

President Bill Clinton, ranked those finalists to select the Call

for Code global prize winner and the four runners up [20].

Case studies
The winning solution and the first runner-up developed two

applications that represented the best of the submissions for

the inaugural Call for Code. They also highlighted

technologies used by most of the other challenge

participants.

Project OWL (Organization, Whereabouts, and Logistics)

[36] developed a solution that covered a broad area of

disaster response with its integrated hardware and software

solution. Post-Disaster Rapid Response Retrofit: PD3R [37]

highlighted work that was grounded in experience drawn

Figure 2

Judging timeline and winning teams in 2018.
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from a non-profit organization’s (NGO) [38] work after the

2015 Nepal earthquake.

Case study 1: Project OWL CSC deployment
around hurricanes in Puerto Rico
Project OWL created a distributed hardware solution that

could be deployed almost immediately after a disaster to

restore a bare-minimum network quickly and temporarily.

This novel approach restores infrastructure after a disaster

and helps communities get to “1%” connectivity—enough

to emit signs of life and express need—rather than a full

100%. They are also able to map these needs onto a web

dashboard so that local authorities and first responders can

prioritize where to help.

The solution works by establishing one node alongside a

functioning network access point, whether by connecting to a

cell phone network,WiFi hotspot, or other fixed

infrastructure. It then deploys a mesh network of additional

long-range radio wireless devices to expand the network from

there.When this network is deployed, a very basic network

can be established and accessed through a captive portalWiFi

solution (similar to network log-in screens at coffee shops and

hotels) where communities can express their basic needs.

As the winning solution, Project OWL was deployed for

initial pilot testing in March 2019. Their team of five

developers (two who are committed full-time) were joined

by five members of an IBM Service Corps team to carry out

testing in partnership with public and private partner

organizations in Puerto Rico. The tests provided valuable

insight into the climate, topography, and urban density

factors that determine how quickly the solution can be

deployed and at what cost to cover a particular area.

Case study 2: Project PD3R deployment
for earthquake
The PD3R solution provides a way for those whose homes

have been damaged by a natural disaster, such as an

earthquake, to quickly determine whether it is safe to return

to the structure, if it needs to be torn down, or if it can be

retrofitted at a lower cost than rebuilding. Swift decision-

making results in communities’ greater resiliency to

disasters by helping them get back to normal more quickly.

Engineers from the Build Change NGO [38] have long

deployed experts to areas hit by disasters. However, this

manual process of deploying engineers and assessing homes

can take far too much time.

With the PD3R app, the homeowner takes several

pictures of the outside of their home from an Android

mobile device. The app then consults a machine learning

model to quickly determine whether a home can be

retrofited, and therefore Build Change can use the

information to prioritize which buildings they can repair

quickly. This solution can scale the expertise of their

engineers and help communities build back better.

Anatomy of the Call for Code challenge
As illustrated in Figure 1, the Call for Code mixed two

kinds of activities for the participants.

Short 1–3-day in-person or virtual hackathons
These are typical hackathons where people get together, are

assigned a theme or problem, and form teams. Each team

identifies an idea, prototypes the idea, prepares a demo and

presentation, and presents to judges. One or more winning

teams are then announced and are rewarded. Usually, teams

are made up of three to five members, and an in-person

hackathon will start with 10–15 teams and end with 7–12

teams.

Long multiweek challenge
The Call for Code Challenge ran from May to September

2018, allowing developers to spend time working on their

solutions. After participating in a short in-person or virtual

Call for Code hackathon, an enthusiastic team could

continue to work on their solution, incorporating feedback

from judges at the in-person hackathon and other experts. A

strong attraction was the $200K prize for the global Call for

Code Challenge. Another motivator was that leading teams

were sent to the Call for Code awards event in San

Francisco [39] to be recognized for their work.

The short hackathons acted as preparation for the

challenge for those who were interested in pursuing their

solution. The combination of the two approaches led to

good outcomes for both sponsors and contestants, as well as

organizers, mentors, and volunteers.

Lessons learned from 2018
There were many lessons learned for the hackathon leaders

and mentors, ranging from technologies and processes used,

getting participants started, keeping them motivated over

the few months of the event, and ensuring that the

participating teams pull together their final materials and

prototypes and make their submissions stand out.

Some technologies made for good entry points for teams

to get started. Node-RED [40], a visual editing tool for

wiring devices together, was particularly engaging.

Technologies like blockchain needed more hints, tips,

guidance, and resources for teams to set up. Providing

enough access to datasets and APIs that are relevant such as

weather data was also essential.

Ensuring that the hackathon teams worked on suitable

problems was important. Providing access to experts on

natural disasters was essential to ensuring that the participants

were aware of the needs of aid-workers handling the

aftermath, as well as being able to improve the natural disaster

predictions and to provide support during the disaster itself.

Often, cloud promotion codes were used to give

participants access to technology resources free of charge.

Streamlining the use of the codes would save time.
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The in-person university hackathons that were run late in

the cycle, e.g., September 2019, were enthusiastically

engaging, but had a lower yield of submissions because the

lead time was insufficient for the teams to put solutions

together ready for submissions.

Timing of in-person events and transitioning an initial

idea to a submission was difficult. Providing project

management to drive team projects could help increase the

number of submissions as many teams dropped out early in

the process. Increasing the number of submissions would

require additional judges.

One of the challenges noted in the process was enabling

teams to complete their final submissions. The assignation

of mentors to teams helped their project completion, e.g.,

for video content preparation. This was important to help

teams tell the story of their solution in the most compelling

way for the diverse range of judges.

Ensuring that the submitted materials conform to

requirements saves a lot of time. Videos describing the

projects were supposed to be 3 minutes or shorter. Many

were longer. Increased checking on submission criteria and

quality will be implemented in the future.

Call for Code 2019: Adding code and response
In 2019, it was determined to continue with the theme of

natural disasters and include an overarching program called

Code and Response that formalized how Call for Code

solutions could be supported [18]. As illustrated in

Figure 3, an innovation was introduced as part of the 2019

program: a hackathon in collaboration with the United

Nations Human Rights Office in Geneva [41,42]. Carefully

selected professional developers from a variety of

institutions met in Geneva, and working with United

Nations staff, produced solution templates to kick-start the

efforts of teams at subsequent Call for Code hackathons and

to focus their efforts on topics that are of interest to the

United Nations. The solution templates produced at the

Geneva hackathon were:

1. Building Back Better to Reduce the Impact of

Future Disasters;

2. Improving Flood and Drought Prevention and

Response;

3. Humanitarian Protection in Times of Disaster;

4. Accountability and Centrality of Protection for

Affected Populations.

Some of the solution templates incorporated 2018

projects. The Building Back Better template was focused

on enhancing resiliency and integrating disaster risk

reduction during recovery, rehabilitation, and

reconstruction phases. This template included the 2018

PD3R project that helped displaced people return to their

homes more quickly.

The impact of solution templates on the 2019 Call for

Code solutions will be monitored and reported on at a

later venue.

Figure 3

Call for Code 2019 collaboration with the United Nations to produce four solution templates.
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Innovation through Hackathons and the desire
to make a difference
Call for Code brings together significant trends that drive

innovation.

Working Under Constraints: There is an increased

understanding that working under constraints, such as a

time constraint in hackathons, generates innovation [15].

There are other essential elements that a hackathon

provides, including access to experts and mentors, a

structured, positive, and safe environment with clear

deliverables to work on, and minimal intervention. [43].

Making a Difference: Experience from this Call for

Code exercise provided evidence that developers want to

make a difference in their communities beyond their paid

job. They want to learn about new technologies and satisfy

their needs to make an impact on their environment. The

numbers of hackathons focused on social good are

increasing year after year [14].

Open-Source Technologies in the Cloud: Open-source

technologies and teamwork are recognized as an effective

way to innovate and build novel solutions. Call for Code

also includes the ability to collaborate, access and build

open-source software in the cloud, simplifying the task of

building software solutions.

Integrating Short and Long Activities: Another element

of Call for Code is in the integration of short hackathons

within a long-running event, which enables dedicated teams

to compete over a long period, receiving recognition and

support along the way. At the same time, contestants who

have a limited amount of time can participate and gain

expertise and experience through engaging in a single short

hackathon (see Figure 1).

Supporting Teams After the Challenge Is Over: The Call

for Code organizers continued to work with selected teams

who participated in 2018 by providing resources and

assisting them with deployment of their solutions (see

Figure 2) [44]. This approach propels the projects forward

and has energized new contestants to participate in 2019.

For example, members of selected teams often present or

mentor at 2019 hackathons [45].

All these factors facilitated and motivated the

participation of 100,000 developers in 156 countries to

deliver solutions that make a difference in their

communities.

Conclusion
The Call for Code Global Challenge in 2018 generated

thousands of innovative ideas and technology solutions to

support the needs of people affected by natural disasters and

the relief workers assisting them [46]. Over 100K

developers jump-started their solution development through

code patterns that take advantage of the latest technologies.

They built relationships with natural disaster experts to

understand requirements—and the Call for Code activities

nurtured empathy across cultures and countries. Some of

the solutions will be deployed, some will evolve, some will

be hosted at The Linux Foundation, and some are steps on

the way to the “next big thing.”

At the time of writing, the Project OWL team is testing

their solution in simulated environments with response

teams. They plan to roll out to small incidents before

deploying in full-scale disasters. Their goal is to focus on

regions where annual weather patterns consistently impact

communities negatively, such as India, China, the

Philippines, and parts of the United States. In January 2019,

it was announced that OWL is being piloted in Puerto Rico

in partnership with the government of Puerto Rico [47]. In

March 2019, a video was made of the test in Puerto Rico

[44], and a blog was written about the experience [48].

An IBM Code and Response collaboration with the

Clinton Foundation in 2019 will run codeathons at

universities in support for Call for Code to encourage

university students to join [49].

The Call for Code Challenge in 2019 was underway with a

deadline of July 29, 2019. The Call for Code challenge has

mobilized developers, enabling them to work in global teams

in collaboration utilizing technologies in the cloud, to

respond to a common purpose to help others. Along the way,

the developers are learning new technologies and getting a

better understanding of the needs of their communities.

Adopting a hackathon approach, along with volunteering

for social good as well as open-source software, are

approaches that are becoming popular as methods to foster

innovation within corporations and in communities at large.

The five-year Call for Code Global Challenge is in harmony

with these mega-trends and will produce exciting solutions

from engaged developers worldwide.
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